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We study topological properties of materials called the Ca2As family without spin-orbit coupling
(SOC) by combining the first-principles calculation and a tight-binding model calculation. As
a result of the calculation, we reveal that the Ca2As family consists of one insulator phase and
three nodal line phases, though one of the phase is not found with a realistic material parameters.
Additionally, all of them are revealed to be electrides. We also discuss what kind of nontrivial
topological invariants will emerge from each nodal line phase when SOC is introduced. We also find
a mapping rule from a nodal line semimetal without SOC to a topological crystalline insulator with
SOC. This mapping rule can be used to specify the realized topological phase from the candidates
given by the previous phase classification method.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, the topological insulator is energetically in-
vestigated [1–4]. Especially easy and simple diagnostic
methods to classify the topological phases have attracted
much interest in this field [5–9]. One of the most famous
diagnostic methods is the Fu-Kane Z2 index [5]. The Fu-
Kane Z2 index is defined in time-reversal(TR) and inver-
sion symmetric systems to classify TR protected topolog-
ical insulator phases. Nowadays, an advanced diagnostic
method called the symmetry-based indicator [8] is also
used to classify the topological phases. The symmetry-
based indicator can be used in all space group symme-
tries and the Fu-Kane Z2 index is included in it. The
symmetry-based indicator is able to limit the candidates
of combinations of topological invariants by counting the
irreducible representations (irreps) on the high symme-
try points in the momentum space and by considering a
deformation to an atomic limit [8, 10].
Topological semimetal has also attracted attention in
the filed of topological material science [11–16]. It is
well known that a nodal line semimetal without spin-
orbit coupling (SOC) is a kind of topological semimetals
[17–24]. The nodal line semimetals without SOC are di-
vided into two groups [25]. One of them is a nodal line
semimetal with nodes on the high-symmetry line or plane
in the BZ. The other is a nodal line semimetal with nodes
on the generic point in the BZ. The former is relatively
easy to find by using the compatibility relation [26, 27]
or by the first-principles calculation, which usually calcu-
lates the band dispersion along the high-symmetry line.
On the other hand, the latter is difficult to find with
a usual method, and thus a diagnostic method for them
are desired. In a previous study [25], a diagnostic method
for them has been proposed. In the method, the irreps
of the occupied bands are counted to diagnose the ex-
istence nodal line. Since the method is defined in an
almost similar way as the symmetry-based indicator, a
”mapping” between a nodal line semimetal and a topo-
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logical insulator is also discussed in the previous study,
i. e., what kind of topological insulator phase emerges
from a nodal line semimetal phase when SOC is taken
into account. However, for the former group of nodal line
semimetals, the mapping has not understood generally,
although the most of the proposed nodal line semimet-
als belong to the former group [19–22, 24]. A previous
study has proposed a suggestive example of the mapping
for a inversion-symmetric case [18]. It has been shown
that the Fu-Kane Z2 index can be defined in a inversion-
symmetric system without SOC and a material with non-
trivial Z2 index must be a nodal line semimetal. It also
revealed that a nodal line semimetal with non-trivial Z2
index is mapped to a topological insulator with the same
Z2 index when SOC is taken into account [20, 21]. A
recent progress extended the Z2 index to Z4 index, and
revealed a new classified Z4 = 2 phase correspond to
nomopole-charged nodal line when SOC is neglected [28].
It is also revealed that the Z4 = 2 monopole nodal line
phase is mapped to the higher-order topological insula-
tor phase [29, 30]. However, for more general cases with
crystalline symmetries, the mapping has not been well
understood.
To consider the mapping, Ca2As family, X2Y (X =
Ca, Sr,Ba, Y = Sb,As,Bi) has a useful feature in both of
k-space and real space. In k-space, Ca2As family with
SOC has three topological phases which consist of two
different mirror protected topological crystalline insula-
tor phases for Ca2As and Sr2Sb, and a trivial phase for
Ca2Bi [31]. On the other hand, in the real space, it has
been reported that Sr2Bi, one of the Ca2As family, is an
electride. Here electride is a material with electrons lo-
calized in interstitial areas between nuclei [32, 33]. The
previous study revealed that there is a strong relation-
ship between an electride and a nodal line semimetal
when SOC is neglected [32, 33]. Therefore, we consider
that the Ca2As family is a good platform to discuss the
mapping rule between the topological invariants in topo-
logical crystalline insulators with SOC and nodal line
semimetals without SOC.
In this paper, by using first-principles calculation, we
study topological properties of the Ca2As family without
SOC. Furthermore, we derive a tight-binding model and
2FIG. 1. Crystal structure of Ca2As family. Atoms in the same
Wyckoff position are shown with the same color. (a) is the
conventional cell picture and (b) is the primitive cell picture
drawn by VESTA [36]. (c) The Brillouin Zone of the system.
discuss the mapping rule between the configuration of
nodal lines and the crystalline topological invariant by
introducing SOC into the tight-binding model. From the
obtained mapping rule, we specify which phase in the
candidates emerges from the nodal line phase.
It should be noted that some experimental results have
shown the existence of oxygen atoms in the crystal struc-
ture of the Ca2As family [34, 35]. However, in this paper,
we do not consider the effect of oxygen, because our pur-
pose is to find the mapping rule between two kinds of
phase diagnostic methods.
This paper is originated as follows. In Sect.II, we in-
troduce the crystal structure and symmetric properties of
the Ca2As family. In Sect.III, we show the result of first-
principles calculations for some materials in the Ca2As
family that are representative of topological phases. In
Sect.IV, we derive a tight-binding model to describe the
Ca2As family and calculate the mirror Chern number us-
ing it. We also discuss the mapping rule between the ex-
istence of nodal lines in a system without SOC and the
topological invariants in crystalline symmetric systems
with SOC.
II. Ca2As FAMILY
Ca2As family, X2Y (X = Ca, Sr,Ba, Y = Sb,As,Bi),
are body-centered tetragonal crystal systems. The space
group is I4/mmm (#139) (Fig.1). For convenience, we
introduce two different notations of the unit cell, a con-
ventional cell (Fig.1(a)) and a primitive cell (Fig.1(b)).
In Figs.1(a) and (b), the atoms with the same color indi-
cate ”equivalent atoms”, which means that the atoms are
placed in the same Wyckoff position [37]. In this system,
there are three nonequivalent atoms, Ca(4c), Ca(4e) and
As(4e). In the conventional cell, there are twelve atoms
that consist of four atoms on each nonequivalent posi-
tion. On the other hand, in the primitive cell there are
six atoms that consist of two atoms on each position. The
primitive cell (minimal cell) is spanned by basic lattice
vectors a1 = (a/2,−a/2, c/2), a2 = (a/2, a/2, c/2) and
a3 = (−a/2,−a/2, c/2) (Fig.1(b)). The lattice constants
and atomic positions for all combinations are taken from
crystal structure database ICSD [38, 39] and shown in
table I. The position 4e has a degree of freedom for its
explicit position and it is written by the fractional coor-
dinate in the conventional cell. The bulk Brillouin zone
(BZ) is shown in Fig.1(c). The time-reversal invariant
momenta (TRIM) are Γ, Z, two X points, and four N
points. Note that two P points are not TRIM but high-
symmetry points.
In a previous study [31], when SOC is taken into ac-
count, Ca2As and Sr2Sb are suggested to be topological
crystalline insulators. Particularly, Sr2Sb has non-trivial
Z2 index (weak TI) and mirror Chern number for (001)
plane, while Ca2As has non-trivial mirror Chern number
for (11¯0) plane (table IV).
As mentioned in Introduction, Sr2Bi was suggested to
be an electride with nodal lines in its bulk state [32], i.
e., electrons are localized in the interstitial space between
six Sr atoms, which is the Wyckoff position 2b (0,0,1/2).
III. FIRST-PRINCIPLES CALCULATION
In this section, we show the results of the first-
principles calculation for the electronic band disper-
sion. We calculate all the combinations of X2Y (X =
Ca, Sr,Ba, Y = Sb,As,Bi) neglecting the SOC. These
calculations are performed by Quantum ESPRESSO [40],
which uses the density functional theory (DFT) [41, 42].
For the exchange-correlation term, generalized gradient
approximation (GGA) with non-relativistic PerdewBur-
keErnzerhof parametrization [43] is used. The Kohn-
Sham orbitals are expanded with plane waves and its
cut-off energies ere 40 and 170 Ry. The k-point grid on
the BZ is taken as 24×24×24 mesh.
As shown below, we find that there are three different
topological phases depending on its components (com-
bination of atoms). Two of the three are nodal line
semimetals and the other is an insulator. As representa-
tives for those phases, three figures of the band dispersion
and density of states (DOS) for Ca2As, Sr2Sb, and Ca2Bi
are shown in Fig.2. (The result for other materials are
listed in table III and the details are shown in appendix
D.) A magnified band dispersion and a schematic picture
3X2Y Ca2As Ca2Sb Ca2Bi Sr2As Sr2Sb Sr2Bi Ba2As Ba2Sb Ba2Bi
a [atomic unit] 8.75 9.47 8.92 9.13 9.45 9.47 9.69 9.86 9.95
c/a 3.36 3.53 3.50 3.34 3.48 3.53 3.38 3.54 3.55
z:X(4e) [fractional coord.] 0.328 0.329 0.334 0.326 0.328 0.329 0.325 0.327 0.327
z:Y (4e) [fractional coord.] 0.135 0.138 0.140 0.136 0.137 0.138 0.136 0.136 0.136
TABLE I. Parameters used in our first-principles calculation. a is the lattice constant along the a-axis in the conventional cell
and written with the atomic unit. c is the lattice constant along the c-axis and shown as c/a. The z coordinates of X(4e)
atoms and Y (4e) atoms are shown as a fractional coordinate in the conventional cell.
FIG. 2. Band dispersions and DOS pictures without SOC for (a)Ca2Bi, (b)Ca2As, and (c)Sr2Sb. In the panel of DOS,
projected DOS to each atom and each orbital are also shown. The red lines are projected DOS to s-orbitals and the blue lines
are projected DOS to p-orbitals. On the right of (a)(b)(c), a magnified picture of the band dispersion around X- and P-point
is shown schematically. In the magnified band dispersion, the irreps of each band are also shown. (d) Charge density of the
states in X- and P-point of Ca2As for bands around the Fermi level. The electron charge is localized around the 2b position.
Ag and B2 have no node structure, whereas the other two have a node on the bisector of two Ca(4e) atoms.
4of the band dispersion around X- and P-points are shown
on the right side of Fig.2 for each phase. Symbols D2d and
D2h in the magnified band dispersion represent the point
groups of the little groups in the high symmetry points.
For the two bands related to the band crossing, the cor-
responding irreps are B1u and Ag for the X-point, and B2
and A1 for the P-point. In Ca2Bi (Fig.2(a)), no band in-
version occurs around the Fermi level and the system has
no node. On the other hand, in Ca2As (Fig.2(b)), a band
inversion occurs only at the P-point and a gapless node
appears on the P-N line, that is a C2 rotation invariant
line. Since the two bands have different C2 eigenvalues,
this node is protected by C2 rotation symmetry. Now
the time-reversal (TR) symmetry is kept and the space
group #139 has the inversion symmetry. In the system
with TR and inversion symmetry, a point node is pro-
hibited and thus the gapless node must be a part of a
line node [14, 44]. For this reason, we find that Ca2As is
a nodal line semimetal with C2 rotation protected nodal
lines around P-points.
Finally, in Sr2Sb (Fig.2(c)), band inversions occur both
at X- and P-points, and gapless nodes appear on the Γ-
X line and P-N line. In this system, a new band labeled
B2u approaches the Fermi level but it does not affect the
structure of nodal lines. For the same reason explained
for the case of Ca2As, these gapless nodes must be parts
of nodal lines. Since the Γ-X line is on a mirror invariant
plane (σz mirror), the node on this line is a part of a
mirror protected nodal line around the X-point. The
node on the P-N line, on the other hand, is a part of a
C2 rotation protected nodal line around the P-point. As
a result, there are two different types of nodal lines in the
Sr2Sb system, a C2 protected one and a mirror protected
one.
Next, we focus on a DOS and a projected DOS shown
in the middle of Fig.2. In Ca2Bi and Ca2As, the bands
around the Fermi level are mainly originated from s-
orbitals of Ca and p-orbitals of Bi/As. On the other
hand, in Sr2Sr, the p-orbitals of Sr are dominant around
the Fermi level.
In Fig.2(d), charge densities of Ca2As for each band in
the P- and X-points are shown. This result shows that
this system is a typical example of an electride, as in
Sr2Bi. Electrons in the states around the Fermi level are
localized in an interstitial region between six Ca atoms.
Ag in the X-point and B2 in the P-point have charge den-
sity distributions without node around the 2b position,
which is like a bonding state. On the other hand, B1u
in the X-point and A1 in the P-point have charge den-
sity distributions with a node on a perpendicular bisector
of two Ca(4e) atoms, which is like an anti-bonding state.
We find that not only in Ca2As but also in Ca2Bi, Ca2Sb,
Sr2As, Sr2Sb, and Ba2Y , the same charge densities are
given to the states with the same irreps. Our results
reveal that all materials in the Ca2As family including
Sr2Bi are electrides.
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FIG. 3. Hopping parameters used in the tight-binding model
Eq.(1). The small letters, x, y and z, in the end of arrows rep-
resent the components of p-orbitals. The red square and circle
correspond to the corner and center of the bottom face of con-
ventional cell, respectively. The explicit values are shown in
table II.
α β γ δ ζ η∗
[eV] 0.485 0.764 0.331 0.285 0.270 0.181
θ ι κ λ µ
[eV] 0.143 0.123 0.109 0.0918 0.0900
TABLE II. Explicit values of hopping parameters used in the
tight-binding model Eq.(1). The hopping channels are shown
in Fig.3. The ∗ on η∗ means that η∗ is tuned to consider the
material component dependence. η = 0.181 is a parameter
for the Ca2Bi case.
IV. TIGHT-BINDING MODEL
In this section, we derive a tight-binding model for the
Ca2As family. The difference between its components
will be described by parameter tuning. By using the
derived tight-binding model, we confirm the appearance
of nodal lines and calculate the mirror Chern number by
introducing a SOC term. From these results, we discuss
a mapping between nodal line semimetals without SOC
and topological crystalline insulators with SOC.
A. Derivation of Tight-Binding Model
First, as a low dimension model without SOC, we con-
struct an 8×8 tight-binding model using Slater-Koster’s
method [45], with a 4s orbital on two Ca(4e) atoms and
three 4p orbitals on two As atoms. To reproduce the ir-
reps given by the first-principles calculation, a weight of
Ca(4c) must be zero. Therefore, 4s orbitals on Ca(4c)
atoms are neglected here. This orbital selection seems to
be incompatible with the DOS in Fig.2, where the pro-
jected DOS of the Ca(4c) atoms and the Sr(4c) atoms
have some weight around the Fermi level. This incompat-
5ibility comes from the fact that the electrons are localized
in an interstitial region. In this study, the main interest
is on topological properties of the system and thus the
tight-binding model should be constructed to reproduce
the symmetry of each state. For this reason, using only
Ca(4e) atoms is justified.
We fit the values of hopping parameters to reproduce
the band dispersion by using Wannier90 [46]. From the
result given by Wannier90, the eleven largest hopping
parameters (Fig.3) are taken into account and others are
neglected. The fitted parameters are shown in table II.
At the same time, the one body energies for each orbital
are given as ǫs = −0.08 [eV] for Ca(4e) 4s orbital, ǫpz =
−2.21 [eV] for As 4pz orbital and ǫpxy = −2.17 [eV] for
As 4px 4py orbitals. Because of the symmetry of the
tetragonal system, px and py must have the same one
body energy, whereas that of pz can be different.
The 8×8 tight-binding model and its base are given as
H8×8(k) =

 Hss:2×2(k) Hsp1:2×3(k) Hsp2:2×3(k)H†sp1:2×3(k) Hp1p1:3×3(k) Hp1p2:3×3(k)
H†sp2:2×3(k) H
†
p1p2:3×3(k) Hp2p2:3×3(k)

 (1)
Hss:2×2(k) =
(
ǫs −β − 2η(cos kx + cos ky)
−β − 2η(cos kx + cos ky) ǫs
)
(2)
Hsp1:2×3(k) =
(
0 0 −ζ
i4γei
c
2kz sin kx2 cos
ky
2 i4γe
i c2 kz cos kx2 sin
ky
2 −4θei
c
2kz cos kx2 cos
ky
2
)
(3)
Hsp2:2×3(k) =
(
i4γe−i
c
2kz sin kx2 cos
ky
2 i4γe
−i c2 kz cos kx2 sin
ky
2 −4θe−i
c
2 kz cos kx2 cos
ky
2
0 0 −ζ
)
(4)
Hp1p1:3×3(k) = Hp2p2:3×3(k) =

 ǫpxy + 2δ cos kx 0 00 ǫpxy + 2δ cos ky 0
0 0 ǫpz

 (5)
Hp1p2:3×3(k) =

 −κe
−ickz + 2µe−ickz cos kx 0 i4λe
−i c2kz sin kx2 cos
ky
2
0 −κe−ickz + 2µe−ickz cos ky i4λe−i c2kz cos kx2 sin ky2
i4λe−i
c
2kz sin kx2 cos
ky
2 i4λe
−i c2kz cos kx2 sin
ky
2 αe
−ickz + 4ιe−i
c
2kz cos kx2 cos
ky
2

 (6)
ψ† =
(
sCa1(4e) sCa2(4e) px:As1 py:As1 pz:As1 px:As2 py:As2 pz:As2
)
. (7)
The band structure of this Hamiltonian is shown in
Fig.4. The component dependence is represented by tun-
ing η, fixing all the other parameters as shown in table II
including a = 1 and c/a = 3.36. In Fig.4, the band struc-
tures for the three cases, η =0.181, 0.191 and 0.236, are
shown which approximately reproduce the three systems
shown in Fig.2. In Fig.4(b) for the case of η = 0.191, we
compare the obtained band structure with that of Ca2As
given by first-principles calculation (dashed line). The
panels in the middle are pictures of magnified band dis-
persion around X- and P-point. In Fig.4(a), no band
crossing occurs and the system has no node. In (b), a
node appears on the P-N line and in (c) two nodes ap-
pear on the X-Γ and P-N lines. These three pictures
indicate that the systems of the Ca2As family are well
reproduced by this tight-binding model. For the case of
(b) and (c), the whole configurations of the nodal lines
are checked by calculating with a fine mesh in the mo-
mentum space and the results are shown in the right of
Fig.4. The nodal lines protected with the TR and inver-
sion symmetry are shown with red lines, and the nodal
lines protected with mirror symmetry are shown with
blue lines. The dashed lines (P-N lines) are C2 rotation
invariant lines and the green and purple planes are the
mirror invariant plane characterized as (11¯0) and (001),
respectively. In (b), a ring of a nodal line exists around
P-point and it touches the dashed lines. This nodal line
oscillates in the kz direction, but keeps the C2 rotation
symmetry around the P-X line. In (c), in addition to the
TR and inversion protected ones, mirror protected nodal
6FIG. 4. Band dispersions given by the tight-binding model without SOC. (a) is a phase without band inversions. (b) is a phase
where a band inversion occurs only on the P-point. (c) is a phase where band inversions occur on both of the X- and P-point.
In the middle panel, magnified pictures of the band dispersions are shown. On the right of (b)(c), shematic pictures of the
configuration of nodal lines are shown. The green and purple planes are mirror invariant planes and the dashed lines are C2
invariant lines, as shown in the BZ picture in the right top. The red lines are TR+inversion protected nodal lines and the blue
ones are mirror protected nodal lines.
lines (blue lines) appear around the X-point because the
band inversion occurs at the X-point and the two bands
have opposite mirror eigenvalues. On the other hand,
the TR+inversion protected nodal lines (red lines) pen-
etrate the purple planes. On the point where the red
line crosses the purple plane, the mirror eigenvalues of
two bands making the nodal line must be opposite be-
cause of the compatibility relation [26]. It means that
this crossing point must be part of the mirror protected
nodal line (blue line). In fact in the tight-binding disper-
sion in (c), the red line and the blue line cross with each
other, as shown in the schematic picture. However, there
is still an unproved question whether the red line always
has to penetrate the purple plane if the band inversion
occurs on the X-point. This point will be discussed in
the next section.
B. Phase Classification and Mapping
In this section, we discuss what kind of topological
phases emerge from each nodal line phase when SOC is
taken into account.
At first, the Fu-Kane Z2 index (ν0; ν1ν2ν3) is easily
calculated in these systems [5, 18]. It is known that as
long as no band inversion occurs across the Fermi level,
the index does not change when the SOC is taken into
account. Therefore, the Fu-Kane index can be calculated
7(A) (B) (C) (D)
η ∼ 0.1884 0.1884 ∼ 0.1931 0.1931 ∼ 0.2311 0.2311 ∼
Nodal Lines
w/o SOC
(Schematic picture)
(ν0; ν1ν2ν3) (0;000) (0;000) (0;111) (0;111)
(Z2,Z8)
w/ SOC
(0,0) (0,4) (1,2) (1,2)
nM(11¯0)
w/ SOC
0 2 0 0
nM(001)
w/ SOC
0 0 2 2
Materials Cs2Sb, Ca2Bi Ca2As
Sr2As, Sr2Sb, Sr2Bi
Ba2As, Ba2Sb, Ba2Bi
TABLE III. Four phases given by tight-binding model with SOC. The first row shows a range of η. The second row shows
a schematic picture of the configuration of nodal lines. The red lines are TR+inversion protected nodal lines and the blue
lines are mirror protected nodal lines. In phase (A), there is no nodal line. The third and fourth rows show the Fu-Kane Z2
index and the symmetry based indicator calculated with the tight-binding model. The fifth and sixth rows show the mirror
Chern numbers calculated with the tight-binding model with SOC. By checking the configuration of nodal lines, the materials
in Ca2As family are classified into the four phases, as given in the lowest row.
FIG. 5. (a) Berry curvature on the mirror (001) invariant
plane in the case where small SOC is taken into account.
There is a sharp ridge on the line where the mirror protected
nodal line exists when SOC is neglected. (b) The absolute
value of the Berry curvature on the mirror (00¯1) invariant
plane in the case where small SOC is taken into account.
There are sharp peaks on the points where the nodal lines
penetrate the mirror invariant plane when SOC is neglected.
In both cases, the nodal lines can be considered as a source
of the Berry curvature.
from the result without SOC. Generally, seeing the inver-
sion eigenvalues of two bands, one can know whether a
band inversion between the two band changes the Fu-
Kane index or not. In our system, the P-point is not
TRIM and it has nothing to do with the Fu-Kane Z2
index. Therefore, the band inversion on P-point does
not change the Fu-Kane index and it is (0; 000) for both
of Fig.2(a) and Fig.2(b) case. On the other hand, the
two bands on X-point, Ag and B1u, have different inver-
sion eigenvalues and thus the band inversion on X-point
changes the Fu-Kane index. Actually, the calculated Fu-
Kane index for Fig.2(c) is (0; 111). The symmetry-based
indicator (Z2,Z8) is also calculated with the established
method [8, 10]. The result is shown in table III.
Next, we consider the η dependence of the configu-
ration of the nodal lines. Because the nodal lines ap-
pear around P- and X-points, we can use the k-p per-
turbation around (kx, ky) = (π, π), keeping the kz direc-
tion periodic (See appendix A for details of the calcula-
tion). As a result of the calculation, it is shown that the
TR+inversion protected nodal line (the red nodal line in
table III(B)) appears when η ≃ 0.1884, and the mirror
protected nodal line (the blue nodal line in table III(C))
appears when η ≃ 0.1931. They touch each other when
η ≃ 0.2311 table (III(D)). By this result it is proved that
there is another nodal line phase with two non-connected
nodal lines, which is not found by the first-principles cal-
culation (table III(C)).
Next, we focus on the mirror Chern number by us-
ing the tight-binding model. By introducing a Rashba
8type SOC term with an amplitude χ [47, 48] into the
tight-binding model, Berry curvatures and mirror Chern
number are calculated. When SOC is taken into account
in our system, the nodal line gets gaped and vanishes,
and then non-trivial Berry curvature emerges. We dis-
cuss what Berry curvature emerges from the nodal line
and how it contributes to the mirror Chern number (See
appendices B and C for details of the calculation). To
discuss what Berry curvature emerges from the nodal
line, we calculate the Berry curvature in small SOC limit
(small χ limit). We focus two mirror Chern numbers,
nM(001) defined on the (001) mirror plane and nM(11¯0) de-
fined on the (11¯0) mirror plane. We find that the mirror
Chern numbers can be calculated as a sum of contribu-
tions from each nodal line.
First, we show in Fig.5 the Berry curvature which
emerges from the blue nodal line around the X-point at
k = (π, π, 0). As shown in Fig.5(a), for the (001) mirror
plane, the Berry curvature has a sharp ridge on the line
where the blue nodal line exists when SOC is neglected.
On the other hand, for (11¯0) mirror plane (Fig.5(b)), the
Berry curvature has sharp peaks on the points where the
blue nodal line penetrates the mirror plane when SOC
is neglected. Integrating these Berry curvatures, we find
that the blue nodal line contributes by 2 for nM(001) and
−2 for nM(11¯0) , which are shown in the table III(C). This
result dose not change even if the red nodal line touches
the blue nodal line. Therefore, this result is correct also
applied to the case of table III(D). Because the mirror
Chern number is a topological invariant, it has the same
value even for the large χ region. From this fact, the
nodal line can be considered as a source of the mirror
Chern number.
Next, we see the Berry curvature which emerges from
the blue nodal line around the other X-point at k =
(π, π, 2π), which we call as X’-point. There is no differ-
ence in the calculation of nM(001) between the X- and X’-
point. On the other hand, the sign of the contribution
for nM(11¯0) changes from −2 to 2 only on the X’-point
when the red nodal line touches the blue nodal line (ta-
ble III(D)). Note that the X-point and the X’-point are
connected by the C4 rotation, but the (110) mirror plane
is not C4 invariant and thus the X- and X’-point can give
different contributions to nM(11¯0) .
Finally, we see the Berry curvature which emerges from
the red nodal line around the P-point. Also in this case,
the sharp peak feature like Fig.5(b) is obtained, and thus
the red nodal line can be considered as a source of the
mirror Chern number. The contribution of the red nodal
line for nM(11¯0) is revealed to be 2 when it penetrates the
(11¯0) mirror plane (table III(B)).
As explained before, the mirror Chern number of the
system is calculated by taking a sum of the contribu-
tions form each nodal line. For nM(001) , only the blue
nodal line can contribute and thus the calculation is easy.
When it does not exist (table III(A)(B)), nM(001) = 0,
and when the blue nodal line exist (table III(C)(D)),
nM(001) = 2. On the other hand, for nM(11¯0) , we have
to consider the contributions from the X-point, the X’-
point, and the P-point.
In the case of table III(B), the red nodal line gives 2
to nM(11¯0) when SOC is taken into account. In the case
of table III(C), there are also the blue nodal lines and
thus the contribution from them should be considered.
As shown before, The red nodal lines and blue nodal
lines contribute with opposite signs to the mirror Chern
number nM(11¯0) in the case of table III(C). Therefore, in
(C), the contributions from the red nodal line and the
blue nodal line are canceled with each other, leading to
nM(11¯0) = 0.
In the case of table III(D), only the blue nodal lines
penetrate the (110) mirror plane. Considering that the
nodal lines behave as sources of Berry curvature, the
red nodal line dose not contribute to the mirror Chern
number nM(11¯0) . As shown before, the contribution form
the blue nodal line around the X-point and the X’-point
have the opposite sign in the case of table III(D). Con-
sequently, nM(11¯0) is also 0 in (D).
(Z2,Z8) (ν0; ν1ν2ν3) nM(001) nM(11¯0) nM(100)
(0,0) (0;000)
0 0 0
0 2 2
4 0 2
4 2 0
(0,4) (0;000)
0 0 2
0 2 0
4 0 0
4 2 2
(1,2) (0;111)
2 0 0
2 2 2
2¯ 0 2
2¯ 2 0
TABLE IV. Examples of the candidates of topological phases
for (Z2,Z8)=(0,0), (0,4), and (1,2). This is not all candidates
but other candidates are calculated by adding each phase (See
[10] for more detail).
These results show a ”mapping rule” between where
nodal lines exiting in the system without SOC and the
mirror Chern numbers in the system with SOC. By us-
ing the mapping rule, we can indirectly know which
the mirror Chern number is non-trivial by investigat-
ing the configuration of nodal lines in the system with-
out SOC. However, as we referred to in the introduc-
tion, the symmetry-based indicator can limit the can-
didate of combinations of topological invariants. It is
worth comparing the mapping rule and candidate given
by the symmetry-based indicator. As explained before,
the symmetry-based indicators in our system are calcu-
lated as (Z2,Z8) = (0, 0) for (A), (Z2,Z8) = (0, 4) for
(B), and (Z2,Z8) = (1, 2) for (C) and (D) as shown in the
table III. The explicit candidates for (Z2,Z8) = (0, 0),
(0, 4), and (1, 2) are shown in table IV. It is strongly
limited but the candidate is not unique. Actually, by
9investigating the configuration of nodal lines and using
the mapping rule, we can specify the realized phase, or
decrease the candidates further. It works as follows: For
the case of III(B), (Z2,Z8) = (0, 4). The red nodal line
penetrates the (11¯0) mirror plane but does not pene-
trate the (001) mirror plane. From the mapping rule,
the mirror Chern number should be nM(11¯0) = 2 and
nM(001) = 0. The possible candidate is now unique and it
is (nM(001) , nM(11¯0) , nM(100)) = (0, 2, 0), the second can-
didate of (Z2,Z8) = (0, 4) in the table IV. For the case of
III(C)(D), (Z2,Z8) = (1, 2). There are blue nodal lines
on the (001) mirror plane, and thus nM(001) = 2. The
nodal lines exist only around X- and P-points. There-
fore, no nodal line penetrates the (100) mirror plane
nM(100) = 0. The possible candidates are now only
two and they are (nM(001) , nM(11¯0) , nM(100)) = (2, 0, 0)
or (2, 2, 0). As long as we just see the configuration of
nodal lines, we cannot specify the realized one from the
two candidates. It is because we cannot know the sign of
contributions of each nodal line. For example, in the case
of III(D), nM(11¯0) = 2 when the blue nodal lines around
the X- and the X’-point contribute with the same sign.
On the other hand, nM(11¯0) = 0 when they contribute
with the opposite sign. Although the candidate is still
not unique, the number of candidates is decreased fur-
ther by the mapping rule.
Finally, we calculated several materials of Ca2As fam-
ily by using the first-principles calculation and checked
which phase they belong to. The band structures of these
materials are shown in appendix D. The result is shown
at the bottom of the table III. We did not find any mate-
rial which belongs to (C) and all Sr2Y and Ba2Y belong
to (D).
V. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, We calculated band structures of the
Ca2As family by the first-principles calculation and ana-
lyzed the topological properties on the basis of the tight-
binding model. By the first-principles calculations, only
three phases are found while it is revealed by a tight-
binding analysis that there must be four phases. When
SOC is neglected, three of the four phases are nodal line
semimetals and the other is a trivial phase. We found
a mapping rule from the nodal line phases without SOC
to the topological crystalline insulator phases with SOC.
We revealed that, by using the mapping rule, investigat-
ing the configuration of nodal lines in the system without
SOC, we can specify the topological crystalline insulator
phase with SOC from the several candidates given by
the symmetry-based indicator. More general discussions
are remained as future works but this result can be an
important step to a subdividing classification method.
Note.—As a parallel work, the mapping rule is studied
in the face-centered cubic system (the space group #225
(Fm3¯m)) [49]. In this parallel work, a similar mapping
from nodal lines to mirror Chern numbers is reported.
Furthermore, in FCC, a subdividing classification is given
by using the mapping rule.
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Appendix A: Calculation of nodal lines
To make the calculation easier, I derived a two by two
model for the system without SOC. The bases of the
model ψ+ and ψ− are the eigenstates of Eq.(1) for the
two bands around the Fermi level on X-point, which are
given by numerical calculation as
ψ+ = (−A,A, 0, 0, B, 0, 0, B),
ψ− = (C,C, 0, 0,−D, 0, 0, D), (A1)
A ≃ 0.6975 , B ≃ 0.1163 , C ≃ 0.7030 , D ≃ 0.07590
with the definition in Eq.(7). The ψ+ is an anti-
bonding like state and the ψ− is like a bonding state
between two Ca 4s orbitals. The two by two model is
given as
H2×2(k) =
( 〈ψ+|H8×8(k)|ψ+〉 〈ψ+|H8×8(k)|ψ−〉
〈ψ−|H8×8(k)|ψ+〉 〈ψ−|H8×8(k)|ψ−〉
)
,
= Zσz + Y σy (+Wσ0),
(A2)
Z = J +K(k2x + k
2
y) +L cos ckz +Mkxky cos
ckz
2
, (A3)
Y = S sin ckz + Tkxky sin
ckz
2
, (A4)
J =(A2 − C2)ǫs + (A2 + C2)β + 2(AB − CD)ζ
+ (B2 −D2)ǫpz − 4(A2 + C2)η
≃0.7483− 3.9229× η,
(A5)
K =(A2 + C2)η
≃0.1962, (A6)
L =(B2 +D2)α
≃0.009357, (A7)
M =2(AB + CD)θ + (B2 +D2)ι
≃0.04060, (A8)
S =2BDα
≃0.008565, (A9)
T =2(AD + BC)θ + 2BDι
≃0.04047, , (A10)
where σy and σz are the Pauli matrices and σ0 is a two-
dimension identity matrix, (kx, ky) is redefined as a rela-
tive coordinate from (π, π). The detail of the W is omit-
ted because the coefficient of σ0 does not matter on the
structure of nodal lines and topological properties of this
model.
First, we discuss the presence of nodal lines and
its η dependence. Energy eigenvalues of the model
Eq.A2 are written as E± = ±
√
Z2 + Y 2 (+W ).
Nodal lines appear on the point where k satisfies
Z = 0 and Y = 0. Considering 0 < M < K/2, the
condition for the existence of a solution to Z = 0
is J + L cos ckz < 0. The sign of J + L cos ckz on
the planes of kz = 0 (including the X-point) and
ckz = π (including the P-point) are shown below.
η (small) ≃ 0.1884 ≃ 0.1931 (large)
J + L (kz = 0) + + + 0 -
J − L (kz = π) + 0 - - -
Regarding Y , for ckz = {0, 2π}, Y = 0 is satisfied on all
(kx, ky) and for other kz the solution to Y = 0 is written
as kxky =
2S
T
cos ckz2 . The overlap of the solutions to
Z = 0 and Y = 0 is the point where nodal lines appear.
For the ckz = {0, 2π} plane, the solution to Z = 0 makes
a nodal line and it exist when J + L < 0 is satisfied.
This nodal line appears on mirror invariant plane as an
ellipse and corresponds to the blue ring in Fig.4. For the
ckz = {−π, π} plane, the equation Y = 0 is written as
kxky = 0. Considering the solution to Z = 0 is a circle
on (kx, ky, π/c) plane if J − L < 0 is satisfied, nodes
appear at two points on each of the kx = 0 line and the
ky = 0 line. These nodes are parts of nodal lines and
correspond to the nodes protected by rotation symmetry
on the P-N line in Fig.4. For the ckz = π + ∆ plane,
which is the plane shifted by infinitely small ∆ from
ckz = π plane, the nodes appear on the points where
(kx, ky) satisfy
kxky =
S
T
∆,
0 = J − L+O(∆2) +K(k2x + k2y).
(A11)
From this, it is shown that the nodes on the ckz = π plane
are always connected to nodes on ckz = π+∆ plane and
they make nodal lines. For the ckz = ∆ plane, which is
the plane shifted by infinitely small ∆ from ckz = 0 plane,
the nodes appear on the points where (kx, ky) satisfy
kxky = −2S
T
+O(∆2),
0 = J − L− 2SM
T
+O(∆2) +K(k2x + k2y).
(A12)
The solution to this equation exists when
0 > J + L− 2SM
T
+
4SK
T
(A13)
is satisfied. It can be written as η > 0.2311. Com-
bining with the condition for the kz = 0 plane, when
12
0.1931 < η < 0.2311, nodal lines appear around both of
the X- and the P-points but they are not connected. The
configuration of nodal lines for each η region is summa-
rized in table III.
Appendix B: Calculation of the mirror Chern
number (X-point)
Next, we introduce SOC in the tight-binding model
and discuss what topological phases emerge from each
nodal line phase. Considering the symmetry of bases,
SOC is introduced as a Rashba type term χσx(−kysx +
kxsy) [47, 48], where the χ is an amplitude of SOC and
the sx and sy are the Pauli matrices for the spin degree
of freedom. The tight-binding model is now a four by
four matrix written as
H4×4(k) = H2×2(k)s0 + χσx(−kysx + kxsy), (B1)
where s0 is a two by two identity matrix is the spin com-
ponent.
Let us focus on the mirror Chern number M(001) on
the kz = 0 plane. On the kz = 0 plane, the tight-binding
model is written as
H4×4(k) =


Z 0 0 U¯
0 −Z U¯ 0
0 U Z 0
U 0 0 −Z

 , (B2)
U = χ(−ky + ikx),
U¯ = χ(−ky − ikx).
(B3)
The representation of the mirror operation (x, y, z) →
(x, y,−z) is now
− iσzsz =


−i 0 0 0
0 i 0 0
0 0 i 0
0 0 0 −i

 . (B4)
It is seen that the matrix Eq.(B2) is block diagonalized
and each block corresponds to the components with the
mirror eigenvalues +i and −i. They are separately writ-
ten as
H+(k) = X+σx + Y+σy + Z+σz, (B5)
X+ = −χky,
Y+ = χkx,
Z+ = −Zkz=0,
(B6)
H−(k) = X−σx + Y−σy + Z−σz , (B7)
X− = −χky,
Y− = χkx,
Z− = Z(kz=0).
(B8)
The Berry connection for the occupied band of H+(k)
is
A+,x =
χX+
2R+(R+ + Z+)
=
−χ2ky
2R+(R+ + Z+)
,
A+,y =
χY+
2R+(R+ + Z+)
=
χ2kx
2R+(R+ + Z+)
,
(B9)
R+ =
√
X2+ + Y
2
+ + Z
2
+. (B10)
By integrating this along a circle with a radius k/χ in
the (kx, ky) plane, I get
∮
dk ·A =
∫ 2pi
0
dθ
k2
2R+(R+ + Z+)
. (B11)
In k/χ→∞ limit ,
R+ → |Z+|,
R+ + Z+ → 1
2
1
|Z+| ,
(B12)
thus the Chern number of the +i component N+ is cal-
culated as
N+ =
∮
dk ·A = 2π. (B13)
The Chern number of the other component N− is known
to have the opposite sign and thus N− = −2π. The con-
tribution of this local model to nM(001) is (N+−N−)/(2 ·
2π) = 1. There are two X-points in the 1st BZ and it is
easy to see that only the sign of the term with M is dif-
ferent in the other X-point. Therefore, both nodal lines
around the X-points have the same contribution to the
mirror Chern number and thus the mirror Chern num-
ber is nM(001) = 2 when there are nodal lines on the
ckz = 0 plane (See table III(C)(D)). It should be noted
that in this calculation it did not matter whether some
other nodal lines are touching the nodal line on the mir-
ror plane. Especially in table III(D), nM(001) is also 2. A
Berry curvature is also calculated from Eq.(B9) as
Bz =
χ2
2R3+
(
(J + L) +K(k2x + k
2
y)
+Mkxky − 2Mkxky
Z2+
(R+ + Z+)2
)
.
(B14)
Because the mirror Chern number is a topological invari-
ant, even in small χ case the mirror Chern number must
be kept. The last term in Eq.(B14) goes 0 when it is inte-
grated. The (kx, ky) dependence of the first three terms
for a small χ is shown in Fig.5(a). The kx and ky are nor-
malized by k0 =
√
|J + L|/K. The Berry curvature has
a sharp ridge on the line where the nodal line exists when
SOC is neglected. From this fact, the nodal line can be
considered as a source of the mirror Chern number.
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We move to the mirror Chern number nM(11¯0) . The
representation of the mirror operation (x, y, z)→ (y, x, z)
is now
σ0
1√
2
(−isx + isy) =


0 0 e−i
pi
4 0
0 0 0 e−i
pi
4
−eipi4 0 0 0
0 −eipi4 0 0

 .
(B15)
To block diagonalize the mirror operator, a unitary trans-
formation
U =
1√
2


−eipi4 0 eipi4 0
0 −eipi4 0 eipi4
1 0 1 0
0 1 0 1

 (B16)
is defined and it acts as
U †σ0
1√
2
(−isx + isy)U =


i 0 0 0
0 i 0 0
0 0 −i 0
0 0 0 −i

 . (B17)
The tight-binding model is transformed as
U †H4×4(k)U
=


Z −iY + χkd 0 iχk⊥
iY + χkd −Z iχk⊥ 0
0 −iχk⊥ Z −iY − χkd
−iχk⊥ 0 iY − χkd −Z

 ,
(B18)
kd =
1√
2
(kx + ky),
k⊥ =
1√
2
(kx − ky).
(B19)
On the mirror invariant plane, the kx = ky plane, k⊥ = 0
and the Eq.(B18) is block digonalized. The +i compo-
nent is written as
H+(k) = X+σx + Y+σy + Z+σz, (B20)
X+ = χkd,
Y+ = Y ≃ V kz,
Z+ = Z ≃ (J + L) + (K + M
2
)k2d,
(B21)
where V is defined as
V =
{
c(S + T4 k
2
d) (ckz = 0),
c(S − T4 k2d) (ckz = π).
(B22)
For ckz = 0, V is always positive. On the other hand,
Vckz=pi is positive before the TR+inversion protected
nodal line touches the (001) mirror plane (η < 0.2311)
but negative after it touches (η > 0.2311).
The Berry connection for the occupied band of H+(k)
is
A+,d =
χY+
2R+(R+ − Z+) =
χV kz
2R+(R+ − Z+) ,
A+,z =
−V X+
2R+(R+ − Z+) =
−χV kd
2R+(R+ − Z+) .
(B23)
By integrating this along an ellipse written as
(k cos θ/χ, k sin θ/|V |) in the (kd, kz) plane and consid-
ering k/χ → ∞, k/|V | → ∞, the Chern number of the
+i component N+ is calculated for V > 0 case as
N+ =
∮
dk ·A = −2π. (B24)
As explained before, N− = 2π and the contribution to
the mirror Chern number nM(11¯0) is -2 in this model.
When V < 0, it is easy to see that the sign of the Chern
number get opposite and the contribution to nM(11¯0) is
2. The Berry curvature is written as
B⊥ = − χV
2R3+
(
|J + L|+ (K + M
2
)k2d
)
. (B25)
The (kx, ky) dependence of |B⊥| for small χ is shown
in Fig.5(b). The kx and ky are normalized by k0 =√
|J + L|/(K +M/2). The B⊥ has sharp peaks on the
points where the nodal line penetrates the mirror plane
when SOC is neglected. Similarly to the former case, the
nodal line can be considered as a source of the mirror
Chern number.
Appendix C: Calculation of the mirror Chern
number (P-point)
Next, let us focus on the nM(11¯0) around the P-point.
Expanding Eq.(B18) around ckz = π, the +i component
is written as
H+(k) = X+σx + Y+σy + Z+σz , (C1)
X+ = χkd,
Y+ = Y ≃ V kz,
Z+ = Z ≃ (J − L) +Kk2d,
(C2)
where V is defined as
V = c(S cos ckz +
T
4
k2d cos
ckz
2
). (C3)
The nodes are always in π < ckz < 2π and V is always
negative in that region. The Berry curvature and N+ are
calculated as
A+,d =
−χY+
2R+(R+ − Z+) =
−χ|V |kz
2R+(R+ − Z+) ,
A+,z =
−|V |X+
2R+(R+ − Z+) =
χ|V |kd
2R+(R+ − Z+) .
(C4)
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N+ =
∮
dk ·A = 2π. (C5)
There are also two P-points in 1st BZ and thus the con-
tribution to the mirror Chern number nM(11¯0) is 2 in this
model around the P-point.
Appendix D: Calculations for all combinations
The band structures of all combination of atoms are
shown in Fig.6. For Sr2Y , more detailed calculations is
needed to know the configuration of nodal lines and the
result is shown in the lower part of the Fig.6. The de-
tailed bands are calculated on the area shown by shaded
square in the schematic picture at the bottom. In all
of Sr2Y , only one node is found in this area. This re-
sult means that the red nodal line dose not penetrate
the green mirror plane. All of Ba2Y have larger overlap
between the valence band and the conduction band com-
pared to that of Sr2Y . Considering the discussion on the
tight-binding model, Ba2Y should belong to the phase
(D) in table III.
Appendix E: Surface State
Here, we discuss the presence of surface states by slab
calculation with the tight-binding model Eq.(1). Gener-
ally, a nodal line semimetal has a ”drumhead-like” sur-
face state inside (or outside) a projected nodal line on a
surface BZ. In Ca2As family, a projected nodal line ap-
pears roughly as a ring around M¯-point (Fig.7(a)) in both
phases shown Fig.4(b) and Fig.4(c). All band dispersions
are calculated with a slab of 15 conventional cells. Gener-
ally, surface states can be dependent on the configuration
of the surface, thus we calculate two different surface con-
figurations shown in Fig.7(b) and Fig.7(f). The band dis-
persions for three phases, Fig.7(c)(d)(e), are calculated
with the surface configuration (b). All of them have sur-
face state shown with red lines, even though there is no
nodal line in the phase (c). In (c), the surface state is
isolated with the bulk states and this is a typical surface
state in electrides. The presence of the surface states is
diagnosed by calculating the Zak phase. In the system
with the inversion symmetry, the Zak phase ωZak is eas-
ily calculated as a product of the inversion eigenvalue on
some time-reversal invariant momenta (TRIM).
exp(iωZak) = exp
[
i
∫
Γ1→Γ0→Γ1
dkzAz(kz)
]
=
∏
k=Γ0,Γ1
∏
n:occupied
ξn(k)
(E1)
Γ0,Γ1 : TRIM with same (kx, ky)
Az(kz) : Berry connection in (kx, ky, kz)
ξn(k) : inversion eigenvalue of nth band in k
To calculate the inversion eigenvalue, the inversion cen-
ter must be taken to make the edge of the unit cell to be
identical to the edge of the slab. In the case of Fig.7(b),
the inversion center should be placed (1/4,1/4,1/4) in
the fractional coordinate in the conventional cell. The
products of the inversion eigenvalue for occupied bands
are -1 on the Γ-point and 1 on the Z-point. Therefore,
the Zak phase on Γ¯-point on the surface BZ is π. π Zak
phase guarantees the presence of the surface state as long
as the surface and the unit cell are correctly matching.
Since the Zak phase is quantized, the Zak phase around
the Γ-point must be the same as that of the Γ-point.
The Zak phase can be changed only where the projected
nodal line exists. However, in Ca2As family system, two
nodal lines around the P-point (π,π,π/c) and another
P-point (π,π,−π/c) (the X-point (π,π,0) and another X-
point (π,π,2π/c) for the phase Fig.4(c)). Therefore, the
projected nodal line appears around the M¯-point is a
doubly overlapped nodal line. Generally, a single pro-
jected nodal line changes the Zak phase by π. The dou-
bly overlapped nodal line changes the Zak phase by 2π
and thus the Zak phase is the same inside and outside
the projected nodal line. As a result, for the case of
Fig.7(c)(d)(e), the Zak phase is π and there are surface
states everywhere in the surface BZ. The presence of the
surface state is explained with a simple physical picture.
It has been shown that an electron is localized in the 2b
position and the position 2b is lying on the slab surface
shown in Fig.7(b). It means that the localized state is di-
vided when the surface is made and the remained ”half”
appears as the surface state.
A band dispersion of a slab with the surface config-
uration Fig.7(f), in which ”a layer” was removed from
Fig.7(b), is shown in Fig7(g). For this surface configura-
tion, the inversion center should be placed (1/2,1/2,1/2)
in the fractional coordinate in the conventional cell. Be-
cause the inversion center is changed, the products of
the inversion eigenvalue are changed form former case
and now they are +1 both in the Γ- and Z-point. In this
case, the Zak phase is 0 and no surface state appears.
Contrary to the surface configuration (b), the configura-
tion (f) does not cut the state localized in the 2b position.
The absence of the surface state, in this case, is consistent
with the above explanation.
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FIG. 6. The band structures of all combination of atoms are shown. For Sr2Y , the band structure around the mirror protected
nodal line is also shown in the lower part of the picture. These band structure is calculated on the area shown by a shaded
square in the schematic picture on the bottom.
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FIG. 7. (a) The (001) surface BZ and the projected nodal line (a red ring). (b)(f) The red bar represents where the surface of
the slab is located. The rectangle is the conventional cell. (c)(d)(e)(g) Surface band dispersions for each η. The red bands are
surface states. In lower panel, magnified picture around the M¯ are shown. In (g) there is no surface state.
